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these questions and to publicly fantasize modernities. Indonesian Islamicthemed popular and visual cultural products both display and construct
Islamic modernities, thereby feeding into a global future of the Islam and
offering visions of these futures. This book zooms in on these products
and asks how Islamic modernities and futures are imagined, negotiated,
and contested in Indonesian Islamic-themed popular and visual culture.

Artwork: Membuat Obama dan Perdamaian yang dibuat-buat (2009) by Wilman Syahnur
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Indonesia is home to the world’s largest Muslim population and in the midst of modernization and
Islamization. This confronts Indonesian Muslims with the questions what it means to be modern and
Muslim, and whether or not Indonesia is on the ‘right’ path toward the ‘right’ kind of modernity.
Products of popular and visual culture - like the Obama artwork that is featured on the cover of this
book - provide perfect tools to publicly fantasize Islamic modernities. This book zooms in on these
products and asks how Islamic modernities are imagined, negotiated and contested in popular and
visual culture.
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Indonesia is home to the world’s largest Muslim population and in the
midst of modernization and Islamization. This confronts Indonesian
Muslims with the questions what it means to be modern and Muslim, and
whether or not Indonesia is on the ‘right’ path toward the ‘right’ kind of
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